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Abstract
The relatively low/medium proton/carbon collision threshold energy (1–8 keV) of the Bethe–Weizsäcker nuclear reaction cycle C,
N, and O observed in low temperature carbon rich stars suggests the eventual technical feasibility of a solid-state carbon fusion
reactor. H+ used as a precursor nuclear material can be implanted in solid-state carbon material. We must then consider all effects
that can affect nuclear collision efficiency, including solid-state structure specificity, proton channeling and the reduction of the
original proton energy with electronic interactions, before looking at the possible nuclear reactions themselves. We then have to
consider the different effects and types of atomic rearrangement favoring either sp2 or sp3 sites or which influence the carbon
material structure. For this purpose, we review first a recently developed theoretical approach, which might explain important
aspects of this phenomenon with still high confidence up to now. These aspects include quantum electronic activation especially
with H2 recombination energy release, which is different from usual chemical and metallurgical thermal atomic rearrangement with
which an optimized ta-C sp3 carbon structure can be controlled. It should also be considered that carbon structure determination
methodology – including the recently revised Raman theory – provide more correct and accurate results. To be falsified a study of
this type of proton–carbon nuclear reactor must also take into account effects which modify the carbon nucleus structure in favor
of nuclear fusion. It is suggested that anharmonic synchronic phonon–nuclear resonance may be a contributing factor. However,
present failures and the limits of abstract Quantum Mechanical formalism bring little clarification on this last point, which we
suggest is owing to insufficient physical description of particle wave character. In order to improve these aspects of the theory,
we suggest revisiting aether theory which with further investigation and development of 3D fluid mechanics is expected to account
for all QM acquired, and to be able to provide clearer physical insight into the subatomic particle wave aspects and corresponding
nuclear reaction mechanism.
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1. Introduction
Nuclear fusion reactions involving hydrogen isotopes have been the subject of many investigations with magnetic and
inertial hot plasma fusion devices [1,2], in particular with compact high voltage (∼100 keV) electric discharge D–D
fusion neutron generators [3–5]. Such studies have also been made with nuclear fusion in solid state material. This
technique may avoid the production of long lived radioactive waste, and it is expected to have higher energy production
capability than nuclear fission [6,7].
Considering the relatively low threshold collision energy (1 keV range) of a nuclear fusion reaction of the Bethe–
Weizsäcker H+/C, N, and O fusion cycle (Table 1), and the relatively reduced amount of energetic secondary emission
[8], we focus on the study of eventual technical feasibility of a hybrid plasma/solid state H+ /carbon fusion reactor.
Cold plasma devices are used for sputtering and Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition (PACVD) and Arc
deposition. Some of the common ones have ion energy in the 1 keV range and plasma density in pulsed mode up
to 1012 ion/cm3 and which can produce substrate ion current density up to about 100 mA/cm2 [9–19]. Dense cold
plasma hydrogen in the 1 kW discharge power range (for instance with a plasma reactor of ∼50 cm size) can produce
∼1019 p+/s in a 1 keV range which can interact with a carbon target material surface with 1015 a/cm2 and with ion
implantation depth of ∼1000 atomic layers. This corresponds to solid state volume containing ∼1021 carbon atoms
which can interact with impinging protons (considering for instance 100 µs DC pulsed mode with 10 ms duty cycle)
[20–22].
The reported proton nuclear reaction rate is about 10−3 [7] achieved with a picosecond high energy proton source
[23]. This produces a laser shot generated proton bunch, containing ∼107 protons of energy above the nuclear collision
fusion threshold. This collides with a dense boron plasma estimated in the 1016 ion/cm3 range (produced by a 1 ns laser
shot after 1 ns expansion [7]). Considering the size of the roughly described cold plasma/carbon solid state reactor
described above, and the proton nuclear reaction rates analogous to the previously mentioned proton/boron plasma
experiment, this would correspond to a theoretical delivered nuclear power of ∼100 kW.
No fusion energy has been reported with diamond-like carbon (DLC) cladded hot plasma reactor wall. These
reactor walls are used in order to avoid erosion of refractory heavy metal wall material [24,25]. We suggest this can
be explained to some extent by the much lower p+ flux on the reactor wall. The same explanation may also apply to a
thermal shield solar wind erosion study [26,27].
However, with an experiment using simulated solar wind 2 keV/4 keV proton irradiation (in the 10−8 A/cm2
range) of a carbonaceous target [26,27], the following was observed: with recently revisited Raman spectroscopy
fundamentals [28] and detailed analysis of Raman spectrum, it appears that the carbon material is subject to partial
sp3 atomic rearrangement (an endothermic process) [29], which is enhanced with additional hard UV irradiation. This
effect is normally not observed when a graphitic material for which the graphite crystallite are growing in size [30,31]
is only heated, without hard UV irradiation.
From fusion experiments involving the collision of energetic H+ flux on a dense boron plasma, it is known that
fusion efficiency is much higher than for the same H+ flux impinging on a solid-state boron target, which has paradoxically at least about 102 /103 much higher density of nuclei [7]. We suggest this should be interpreted with reference to
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the fact that H+ loses in a solid-state material (∼1022 atom/cm3 ) about 90% of its energy with electronic interaction
[25]. Only a reduced amount of implanted H+ will have energy above nuclear reaction threshold and can collide with
carbon nuclei. Meanwhile, the optimized nuclear collision probability is achieved with much lower electron density
(<1016 /cm3 ) in an expanding plasma, according to an experiment produced with high energy proton interacting with
such expanding plasma [7, 21,22]. Thus, showing the importance of (a) electronic shielding which has to be kept as
low as possible and (b) reduced H+ channeling with which H+ can lose much of its energy before colliding with a carbon nucleus. This is a particularly important effect in crystalline carbon material and especially in diamond [32–40].
These results suggest that the carbon material should be as dense as possible, and amorphous.
The question is then whether the resulting distribution of collision density and energy in carbon materials might be
sufficient to cause a significant amount of nuclear reactions producing more energy than consumed. Therefore, the first
thing to consider is whether different physicochemical effects which affect the atomic distribution of atomic nuclei and
the resulting atomic structure which determines the electronic spatial distribution of each nucleus.
Beside evaporation/sputtering of the carbon target, it is especially important to consider the role of atomic rearrangement induced by quantum electronic activation (QEA) (reviewed in Section 3) [29]. Evidence for this effect was
first seen in carbon materials, considering the important differences of carbon material properties linked to its structure
[41] and based on different electronic orbital hybridization (mainly sp2 and sp3), different atomic packing density
and different interatomic bond energy [9]. However, it is only possible to conveniently observe this with detailed and
accurate characterization of carbon material structure for which updated Raman spectrometry fundamentals appears
necessary [28]. This is the reason we include a brief review in Section 4.
Although no Mossbauer effect can be observed with carbon atoms (essentially a question of the misfit between
available γ source wave length and nuclear energy levels) [42,43] some modification – however small – of its nuclear
structure under the influence of the electronic environment is to be expected, which might affect the fusion collision
energy threshold with some synchronic mechanisms. We will discuss this in Section 5.
It appears that conventional quantum mechanical formalism at the present stage cannot explain all aspects of
electron/nucleus interaction which might enhance nuclear reaction efficiency. In order to get clearer insight on how
nuclei can be fused after collision we suggest revisiting some aspects of quantum mechanics (discussed in Section 6).
2. Hydrogen in Materials
Hydrogen being monovalent, bonding chain discontinuities can appear. If chemically bonded on one side (M–H. . . ,
then the H atom will generally be only weakly bonded on the other side. Instead of strong M–M–M chains, it will
be possible to have weak M...H–H...M chains able to enhance some of the brittleness of metals [44]. This explains
the lower hardness and plasticity of polymers [9,45]. Hydrogen is more easily introduced in substrate material which
has lower atomic density and especially after being dissociated to H* and/or ionized to H+ . And this effect is clearly
shown with results of ion implantation and H+ channeling experiments [20,34–40,46]. The H* and H+ hydrogen can
be absorbed in higher amounts in more porous and less dense metals [47,48].
The reverse effect is likely to be achieved when the material is heated up with H2 exodiffusion, when M–H binding
energy is lower than H–H (∼5 eV and a similar level for O–H) in comparison for instance to C–H (∼4 eV up to
4.5 eV) and to H. . . H physical hydrogen bonds (∼0.1 eV). This explains, for instance, the relatively reduced thermal
and chemical stability of polymeric carbon material and their reduced hardness, whenever they contain a high number
of sp3 sites such as in diamond [9,29]. Frozen methane containing 100% sp3 has nothing to do with diamond and has,
like frozen water, only relatively low hardness compared to harder steel, chromium, Al2 O3 , CW, TiN, etc. (hardness
density of cohesion energy [29,48]). H can also be more tightly trapped in denser and harder materials corresponding
to good diffusion barrier properties for H2 , such as ta-C and defect-free graphene and also glassy carbon, the latter
despite being porous (with isolated pores) [49,50], in contrast to H+ for which even graphene is porous [51]. Therefore,
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trapped atomic hydrogen released with the higher temperature can recombine to H2 with Chemical Recombination
Energy Release (CRER). This energy can be partly absorbed with anomal atomic rearrangement, before being released
in the form of heat [52].
This has been observed especially with Nickel alloys [53], and miscellaneous other alloys [54,55] for which hydrogen is introduced in the bulk through the surface by different means (for instance with H+ in a polarized salty
solution, or when H2 is dissociated on the surface by catalytic effects, or with plasma surface interaction producing
ion implantation, etc.). In such cases, after the exodiffusion of recombined H2 , tensile stress and cracks can appear
favoring brittleness whenever no hydrides have been formed [56]. Therefore, atomic rearrangement to a structure with
higher atomic packing density where the endothermic intrinsic atomic rearrangement effect can be in competition with
the exothermic effect of the chemical recombination energy release, as we briefly review in Section 3.
3. Brief Review of Quantum Electronic Atomic Rearrangement
Many experiments in the chemical synthesis and formation of metastable material have shown that quantum electronic
activation effects obtained, for instance with various photonic excitations, can play a decisive role for the achievement
of some desired specific molecular configuration, and that it is not possible to replace photon activation by equivalent
heat introduced from outside [57].
Quantum electronic atomic rearrangement (QEAR) for which higher activation energy (1–10 eV range) is involved,
is different from Thermal Solid-State Atomic Rearrangement (TAR) where much lower thermal energy is generally
involved (0.01–0.3 eV range) corresponding to temperature lower than 3000 K. The QEAR can be caused by many
different kinds of physical electronic activation (before being transformed into heat) and therefore often produces
metastable structures, whenever the effect is also able to enhance transformation kinetic towards ground state (for
instance Si recrystallization either with H2 recombination or by laser processing) [58–60]. Meanwhile TAR is ruled
by Arrhenius thermal statistics which generally transforms the material towards its groundstate and which can be
in competition with the first effect. Higher activation energy levels and rates can produce atomic rearrangement of
merely graphitic material towards a harder and denser diamond-like carbon structure, meanwhile temperature will
convert glassy carbon, diamond-like carbon and diamond to graphite [29,31,61,62].
Many other materials, including different metals, are known to have different oxidation states corresponding to
different stoichiometric possibilities and atomic structures of different atomic packing density, such as C, Cr, Fe,
Ni, Cu, Pd, Ta, etc. [44,48,63], and for which different hybridization states can exist, generally corresponding to
hexagonal and cubic structure of different packing density [64]. For instance, cubic Si corresponds to its ground state,
while silicene corresponds to a metastable structure [65], in contrast to carbon and to nickel.
Given the numerous compounds associated with different carbon solid state configurations between monocrystalline diamond and monocrystalline graphite [41,66] (Fig. 1), different kinds of atomic rearrangement exist [29],
which can be detected by the modification of the carbon solid state optoelectronic gap (which is much higher in diamond and diamond like material than in graphitic material), and with accurate characterization of the different carbon
types [9,67]. Raman spectrometry is considered one of best carbon characterizion tools. However, many incoherent
aspects of this technique could be found in literature. This is why the latest updated method has to be used in this study
[28], as we briefly explain in Section 4.
3.1. Graphitic thermal degradation and metastable diamond-like material reforming
Graphitic degradation is generally observed during longer thermal annealing of diamond [31,61,68]. This produces
different kinds of diamond-like carbon (DLC) [41,61], including the so-called amorphous hydrogenated carbon (aC:H) [52] and carbon material such as filled carbon wires and fibers containing both sp2 and sp3 sites [69,70]. Some
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Figure 1.
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Scheme of composite DLC carbon material.

materials such as hollow carbon nano-tubes (CNT) or graphene, which are materials close to graphitic ground state
(containing hexagonal cyclic rings similar to graphite), will not be degraded and can have some defects eliminated at
higher temperatures when the temperatures stay below sublimation temperature (∼3500 K) [71,72].
It is known that diamond, a metastable material, is formed when higher temperatures along with pressure, and
that its thermal graphitic degradation starts at about 800◦ C [31,61,62], when no other physical effects hamper or go
against this process [52,57,73,74]. This is the reason why some DLC material has been produced with thermal spikes
during plasma and ionic processes [62]. However, many other effects other than pressure and thermal spikes have also
been identified as favoring diamond-like materials and diamond growth, such as hot filament diamond deposition, low
bias plasma deposition [68], energetic UV (>5 eV) [73], X-ray irradiation [75], chemical and catalytic reactions and
especially those associated to H2 and N2 chemical recombination [29,52,67,76,77]. External input of heat alone will
not produce diamond-like atomic rearrangement [57]. The Ion Beam Assisted Depositing (IBAD) process and Filtered
Cathodic Vacuum Arc (FCVA) devices can produce ta-C when the density of the ion bombardment is high enough and
when the temperature is low enough [10,11,78,79]. This is achieved with quantum electronic activation with released
ion neutralization energy and ion implantation compressive stress which favor DLC with higher sp3 content and with
the combination/addition of all these different effects [10,29].
With updated Raman spectroscopy [28] (reviewed in Section 3.2) many published works show that carbon material
processing that is supposed to produce graphitic material, often in fact contains some DLC and sometimes also some
nanocrystalline diamond [52,67]. This is shown, for instance, with graphitic material simultaneously heated up to 3000
K and irradiated with intense hard UV and 8 keV H+ [26,27], and with a glassy carbon corresponding to graphenic
and fullerenic material containing sp3 with somewhat diamond-like (hardness ∼15 GPa) [49], for which a D diamond
peak is observed at ∼1325 cm−1 [49,69] indicating the existence of H6 hexagonal chair diamond structure [31,79,80].
Meanwhile in this case, only a weak (∼10 times lower intensity than H6 peak) the so-called D-disorder band at
∼ 1350 cm−1 is observed corresponding to GeA-edge phonon modes (in accordance to its overmode at ∼2700 cm−1
[28,29] of similar intensity).
3.2. Role of an electric field on diamond-like rearrangement of graphitic materials
An electric field is known to produce molecule distortion and polarization, which can initiate atomic rearrangements,
when the polarizing energy Ep is higher than some threshold energy [29].
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Figure 2. Stack of chair shape hexagonal cyclic rings corresponding to H6 diamond structure with sp3 sites (one carbon atom bonded equivalently
to four others). Raman frequency at ∼1325 cm−1 according to Spear et al. [81] and Huong et al. [31].

Especially hexagonal cyclic sp2 ring can be transformed into hexagonal sp3 chair structure [28,29], an observed
effect when applying an electric field on aromatic compounds [82] and which can transform graphitic materials into
diamond-like materials containing sp3 [83].
Consider a stack of graphene hexagonal sp2 rings, in graphite and in a multiwall carbon nanotube. These can
be transformed into stack of chair shape sp3 hexagonal ring [29,31,81] (Fig. 2) corresponding to H6 diamond. This
is an intermediary structure between graphite and diamond, which can be observed, for instance, on the external
surface of carbon fibers and wires containing both sp2 and sp3, when produced with plasma activation [69,70]. A H6
structure can also be obtained by thermal graphenic degradation of carbon deposited on a cubic Si substrate, or with
the epitaxial growth of Si on a graphene substrate forming a non-planar buckled silicene layer [65]. Then consider
how a transient electric field can be produced in a growing carbon material film, with the different reported activation
mechanisms favoring DLC material growth. Adsorption of molecules on some semiconducting materials can produce
a transient transverse electric field, similar to what is achieved with the Dember effect [84]. This occurs when pairs of
electron/hole (with different diffusion mobility) are activated on a semiconductor surface, before producing heat and
therefore, it is not of thermal origin. This happens instead via a direct transfer of adsorbtion energy to valence band
electrons [29]. Investigation on CO adsorbtion on a Ni substrate confirm this effect by showing IR photon emission
corresponding to the same adsorbtion energy release (no substrate heating) [85]
3.3. Role of released chemical recombination energy on valence band electron excitation
Energy released by electric neutralization (∼10 eV), chemical recombination (CRER) (∼1 up to ∼20 eV) and
chemisorption (∼7 eV in the case of C–C bond formation on appropriate surface sites) produces quite high activation energy, before it produces heat. H–H (∼5 eV) recombination should mainly be considered, besides other types of
high CRER such as O–H, F–H, etc. These are reviewed in [29]. Dissociation energy has to be subtracted from these.
Table 2 gives a list of recombination energy releases involving C and H during the growth of diamond and aC:H with hydrocarbon precursors. Figure 3 shows how CRER is particularly important with chemical recombination
of N≡N (∼12 eV) and corresponding to many observable diamond crystallites which have been formed by atomic
rearrangement during annealing of CNx materials and depending on N distribution [29,66]. A similar effect occurs
with N+ ion bombardment where N can recombine to N2 with which glassy carbon can be transformed into N doped
ta-C [87].
3.4. Criterion of quantum electronic sp3 activation
Carbon material has to be considered as semiconducting material (Fig. 4.), whenever the species are semimetals such
as graphite and metallic nanotubes and with overlapping electronic valence σ/π and conduction σ*/π* bands [88].
Considering that during atomic rearrangement, the outer electron orbital activated electrons should always occupy
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Table 2. H2 and C–C chemical recombination energy release during hard
carbon film growth with HC precursors.
a-C:H H* + H*
→
Csp3-H + Csp3-H
→
Csp3 -H + H*
→
Csp3 <+ 2 H*
→
Csp3 <+ 2 H*
→
Csp2 <+ Csp2 <
→
Csp2 <+ Csp3 <
→
Csp3 <+ Csp3 <
→
(with C<representing CH2)

H2 + (∼5 eV)
Csp3 - Csp3 + H2 + (∼3 eV)
Csp3 - Csp2 + H2 + (∼0.5 eV)
Csp2 + 2H2 + (∼1.5 eV)
Csp2 + 2H2 + (∼1.5 eV)
Csp2 - Csp2 + 2H2 + (∼1 eV)
Csp2 - Csp3 + 2H2 + (∼1 eV)
Csp3 - Csp3 + 2H2 + (∼1 eV)

(F1)
(F2)
(F3)
(F4)
(F5)
(F6)
(F7)
(F8)

authorized energy levels, we postulate that they should be always activated to energy levels higher than both the original
and final state (Fig. 5).
However, other conditions also have to be fulfilled. The number of activated electrons should be higher than the
number of atoms which can be rearranged. This is a five-dimensional phenomenon involving local space, energy and
time and for which simultaneity, activation energy level, activation intensity and the decay of several valence band
electron activation events must be compatible with steric aspects. Some equations of atomic rearrangement have been
established illustrating all aspects to consider [29], but we will not reproduce these equations in this review.
Carbon material can have an optoelectronic gap from a very low value (<0.1 eV in graphenic materials) up to
(∼2.5/3.5 eV) for DLC/ta-C and ∼5.2 eV for diamond. The rearrangement criterion applies also to carbon materials
with a lower final gap for which lower activation energy will be sufficient (subject to enough electrons that are locally
activated).
Diamond can be produced at higher temperature (T >1200 K), for which only graphitic soot would be expected
if only considering usual thermal atomic rearrangement (which is governed by the Arrhenius law). Intense hydrogen
CRER that favors sp3 activation can compensate for thermal graphitic degradation [29]. Longer high temperature
thermal annealing of a-C:H, a-C, ta-C and diamond induces growth of sp2 clusters [31,52,73,74, 89]. However, shorter
thermal treatment of a-C:H, can maintain or improve their diamond-like character for a while before being degraded
with longer annealing time [58,63,77]. Heating up some polymers can produce a harder glassy carbon [49].

Figure 3. Formation of diamond crystallites with annealing (∼ 700◦ C) of CNx containing no molecular N2 and ordered densely packed hexagonal
planes containing substitutional H [29,66]. This is a controversial result considering that CNx annealing usually produces graphitic carbon when
containing merely molecular N2 content (few CRER) [9,86].
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Figure 4. Density of electronic states in diamond, graphite, GLC, DLC and ta-C by Beeman et al. [76]. (1) Valence band electrons in graphite,
GLC and DLC can be activated by thermal activation because of the reduced optoelectronic gap and low energy transition π → π*. (2) Whereas,
for diamond and ta-C no significant ππ* band exists (more or less only σσ*bands) and gap >3 eV has to be considered for which electron excitation
needs a higher quantum electronic activation. (3) A continuous band allows reduced thermal activation in favor of graphitic degradation (with which
Raman effect appears with laser excitation at 514 nm (2.41 eV) < gap.

3.5. Influence of atomic rearrangements on disorder and stress
Stress reduction is of particular importance because stress affects carbon film adherence [9,90,91]. Ordinary thermal
annealing, while also relaxing stress, generally produces graphitic degradation. Therefore, another way to reduce stress
without graphitic degradation has to be sought. Stress in carbon material can be determined by measuring mechanical
bending of a thin substrate coated with the stressed material (reviewed in [9]), or by measuring the Raman shift [28,90].
Most ionic depositing processes generate internal compressive stress [91], while exodiffusion of hydrocarbon and H2
can relax them and can sometimes produce tensile stress, when more important denser atomic rearrangement is to be
considered [9,52].
Atomic rearrangements generally lead to internal stress reduction by reducing the number of defects (vacancies and interstitials) with which higher final atomic packing density and better ordered material can be achieved
[28,29,76,77,86,92]. Stress can be reduced with carbon material sp3 restructuration by using electric field [83] or
with thermal annealing when combined to high energy (>5 eV) such as with UV laser irradiation or X-ray irradiation
[73,75].
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Figure 5. Sp3 rearrangement activation criteria [29]. During atomic rearrangement, electrons of the outer atomic shells must always occupy
authorized energy levels. ⇒ valence electrons have to be excited up to conduction band levels of initial and final state before decay into the final
valence band level.

3.6. Examples of application of sp3 rearrangement effects
3.6.1. Catalytic effects
Sp3 atomic rearrangements can be enhanced with catalytic effects which produce higher hardness and lower hydrogen
content (exodiffusion). Considering that boron has similar bonding energy with H and C, reducing the original C–H
bond energy and enhancing C–C and H–H recombination higher deposition rates and higher hardness and diamond-like
quality of growing a-C:H and diamond can be achieved [9,29,76,77,92]. During the growth of an ordered diamond,
only thermal stress is generally produced in consequence of a different thermal dilatation coefficient between the
substrate material and coating [68].
3.6.2. Transformation of graphene into the so-called graphane and related materials, when either atomic H*
or N* or O* is adsorbed on a multilayer graphene surface
This process transforms a highly electrical conducting graphene into a non-conducting diamond-like dielectric (gap
∼5 eV) [93,94]. We suggest this interpretation is questionable, and it is more likely explained by the transformation
of graphene into an H6 material, which like silicene is not a planar structure (hexagonal buckled sp3 chair structure).
A sharp Raman peak appears in a Raman frequency range of ∼1330 cm−1 which cannot correspond to any atomic
disorder (otherwise the Raman signal would be broadband) and which corresponds to a compressive stress up-shifted
H6 peak appearing normally at ∼1325 cm−1 . This interpretation is in agreement with the so-called Landau No-Go
criteria [95–97] explaining why graphenic C–H material cannot exist and which is confirmed with a comparison of
stronger chemical bonds and weaker adsorbtion energy of H2 on graphene [98].
3.6.3. Gap increase of G-C3N4
This material is thought to combine high electric conductivity and an appropriate gap (∼1.2/1.8 eV) for water photocatalysis producing H2 [99–101] is confronted to undesired gap increase with important electric conductivity decrease
because of transformation of G-C3 N4 into N doped H6 structure with N2 exodiffusion and N2 CRER sp3 atomic
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rearrangement considering weaker C–N bonds (∼3.16 eV) than C–C (∼7 eV) and N≡N (∼12 eV).

4. Brief Review on up-dated Carbon Raman Spectrometry
4.1. Carbon structures to be considered with Raman spectroscopy
Different types of carbon materials have been identified, including micro and nano-crystalline diamond, amorphous
diamond, ta-C, degraded ta-C, ta-C:H, composite diamond-like carbon with the inclusion of sp3 cluster, sp2 cluster and
stacks of sp2), a-C:H, a-C (amorphous sp3/sp2 homogeneous mixture), composite graphite-like carbon, glassy carbon
(porous mix of fullerenic, DLC and GLC), amorphous graphite, carbon wire and fiber CNW, CNF, single/multiwall
CNT, multilayer/single layer graphene, fullerenic and graphenic particles, micro/nano-polycrystalline graphite which
have been reviewed in detail elsewhere [41]. Note that most non-crystalline carbon materials do not fit the general description of “amorphous carbon” (which by definition does not contain any ordered sp3 and sp2 cluster substructures)
[28,29,66,67,102].
Therefore, it is difficult to correctly assign each Raman band and peak when insufficient consideration is brought
to peak shift, broadening, and band overlapping. Notwithstanding that very often atomic rearrangement has not been
considered, for instance when unexpected D diamond peak appears in a carbon Raman spectrum after annealing of aC:H which cannot be explained without anomalous atomic rearrangement [29,52] or with some glassy carbon material
for instance [31,49,79] when a H6 hexagonal sp3 diamond peak at ∼1325 cm−1 is observed different from mislabeled
the so-called D-disorder peak at ∼1350 cm−1 corresponding to A (armchair) edge graphenic material vibration mode
[28].
This is the reason we briefly review the following updated carbon Raman spectrometry fundamentals which must
be considered for a detailed description of atomic rearrangement phenomena. These phenomena are reviewed in
section III and correspond to several revisited aspects which have been formerly defined [103]. Before looking at
carbon Raman spectra assignment, other different characterizing features have to be checked [9]: the sp2/sp3 ratio (for
instance with carbon Auger peaks), hardness (density of cohesion energy), stress (recall relation between stress and
Raman shift with Pauleau formula [90]), hydrogen content, contamination, thermal stability and elaboration process
conditions defining atomic rearrangement (all these depending on precursor material, temperature, impinging particles
energy and flux, dissociation, ionization), which have been discussed in more detail in Refs. [9,28].

4.2. Comparison between Raman spectra of different carbon material types
Much of the confusion about Raman peak assignments probably comes from the misfit of quantum mechanics theory
and general fundamentals, even though these formulations have contributed to significant scientific progress.
This concerns, for instance, the double resonance Raman scattering theory, the definition of atomic disorder and
of the amorphous state, the origin of band broadening, Raman peak up-/downshift (compressive/tensile stress) and
especially the so-called mislabeled D-disorder peak at ∼1350 cm−1 [28,103–105]. It is all the more confusing that
this peak is close to the rhombohedral D diamond peak at ∼1330 cm−1 and hexagonal chair structure H6 diamond
peak at ∼1325 cm−1 [31,80,81,93,94]. It is also confusing because carbon materials grown with different thin film
deposition devices can correspond to composite material containing all sorts of substructures [66,67] (summarized in
Fig. 1), with properties strongly dependent on their distribution and size.
Confusion also exists on the G-band assignment [62,78,103 ] originally said to correspond to the Csp2–Csp2
stretching mode, which in fact is the overlapping bands of different more or less stress shifted broader bands corresponding mainly to odd rings C5/C7 (∼1520/1550 cm−1 ) [108], hexagonal sp2 rings (∼1580 cm−1 ) corresponding
to the stationary phonon mode within such rings [28,109], Csp2–Csp3 (∼1470/1510 cm−1 ) [61] and edge dangling
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Figure 6. Raman spectra of (a) ta-C (Ta-C by Anders et al. [78] As grown (60 GPa, 80% sp3) ∼50 cm−1 stress upshift and disorder broadening
of Csp2–Csp3, C5/C7 ∼1590/1610 cm−1 . Csp2–Csp2 ∼1640 cm−1 . Few sp2 clusters. Annealing 500◦ C less sp3 (40 GPa, 60% sp3), reduced
stress), (b) Nano-diamond (nano-diamond by McNamara et al. [80]. Superimposed Diamond peak on amorphous diamond band (∼1330 cm−1 ),
disordered T band (Csp3–Csp3 ∼1100 cm−1 ) and the so-called D-disorder band (∼1350 cm−1 ) (GeA-edge phonon being Raman active)), (c)
Glassy carbon (Glassy carbon by Huong et al. [31]. Gpeak. 10 cm−1 upshifted peak G and D diamond. Weak the so-called D-disorder (GA-edge
∼1350 cm−1 ) coherent with 2D peak ∼2700 cm−1 . Stress shifted DG ∼3000 cm−1 Csp3–Csp2–Csp3 overtone of Csp3–Csp2)) and (d) a-C:H
(a-C:H annealing by Wagner et al. [52] diamond appears ∼1330 cm−1 , tensile stress reduced (H2 exodiffusion) G peak getting sharp (sp2 clusters
in sp3 amorphous “diamond-like” matrix).

Csp2–Csp2 (∼1620 cm−1 ) also IR active [110]. Therefore, the “true” G peak is only to be found for graphenic
structure containing sp2 cyclic rings.
Another point of confusion is that the same designation D is currently used for different structures: diamond
(crystalline) and disordered (amorphous) diamond [68, 80, 111], D graphene (mislabeled so-called D-disorder peak
[103–105,113)],DLC [30,52,62,112] (an amorphous state which is a mix of sp2 and sp3), crystalline defects, isotopes,
impurities, interstitials, vacancies, dangling bonds, etc.). Raman spectra of different types of carbon material can show

Figure 7. Raman spectra of (a) pseudo-amorphous graphite with few sp3 and amorphous graphite (GAC) (ion irradiated glassy carbon by Prawer
et al. [112] ∼15 cm−1 stress upshift sp3 Diamond band and D-disorder (GeA cluster edge ∼1350/1360 cm−1 . Max intensity GD band 1560 cm1
Csp2–Csp3. Weak G-band ∼1600 cm−1 (sp2 clusters destroyed by irradiation). Similar to non-stressed amorphous graphite 100% sp2 ( Rouzaud
[102]), (b) crystalline/amorphous diamond (D diamond by Huong et al. [111]. Results showing existence of amorphous diamond (symmetric band
∼1330 cm−1 . Same frequency than ordered diamond peak. No G peak/band. No sp2 cluster edge GeA band ∼1350 cm−1 ⇒ (no so-called
D-disorder at 1350 cm−1 ). No Csp3–Csp2, no Csp2–Csp3), (c) carbon nanofiber (CNF by Lin et al. [69] G+1580 cm−1 , G− (CNT intern walls
1560 cm−1 ), main peak for H6 (hexagonal diamond 1325 cm−1 (sp2 transformed in sp3 on outer CNT wall during growth process (plasma). No
Csp3–Csp2 band (reduced amount only on interface between inner and outer part of CNW)), and (d) modified glassy carbon (Raman spectra glassy
carbon N+ irradiated by Iwaki et al. [86] ∼40 cm−1 stress upshift G∼1610 cm−1 , GeA∼1390 cm−1 . Amorph. Diamond ∼1370 cm−1 , sp3–sp2
∼1510 cm−1 . Tensile stress downshift (∼30 cm−1 with N2 exodiffusion). Similar to ta-C).
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Figure 8. Phonon dispersion curves of graphene by Lazzeri et al. [109]. *G peak at 1580 cm−1 corresponds to double degeneracence in-plane
phonon mode on Γ point (stationary vibration mode within hexagonal Csp2–Csp2 cyclic ring). *The so-called D-disorder peak at ∼1350 cm−1
corresponds to a double degeneracence in-plane phonon mode on near K point (Coupled Double Resonance scattering on a symmetric A-edge
Csp2–Csp2 bond (external edge of graphene sheet or intern edge of voids in graphene). *The so-called 2D peak at ∼2700 cm−1 corresponds to
addition of D-disorder phonon (2K mode on A-edge), and in the bulk to 2 K and 2 M phonon modes Raman active (single M phonon mode at
∼1350 cm−1 is not Raman active).

paradoxically quite similar aspects, especially concerning “D” and “G” band, which, however, can be distinguished
from their neighbors by looking at band broadening (disorder effect), stress shift and different kinds of atomic rearrangements. The Raman spectra in Fig. 6, corresponding to references [31,52,69,86] can be compared with those in
Fig. 7 to some extent and corresponding to [102,112,69,111,86].
It was shown long ago that the D band cannot account for sp3 concentration in carbon material. For DLC material
containing some significant amount of sp2 it is shown that the ID/IG ratio (integrated intensity of D and G-band) is
proportional to number and size of graphitic crystallites [30]. Those appears during annealing of crystalline diamond
above ∼800/900◦ C [31,61], the size of which depends on annealing temperature and time, because graphite is the
thermodynamic carbon ground state. No the so-called “D-disorder” band is observed in large grain polycrystalline
graphite and crystalline graphite particles [31,61, meanwhile it is observed for small graphite dust particles [114].
It is therefore necessary to know what the so-called D-disorder peak in reality is, in revisiting Raman spectrometry
fundamentals.
4.3. General aspects of Raman fundamentals
4.3.1. Classical and quantum mechanical description of Raman scattering
Raman theory based on classical description are reviewed in many published works [115] and has been refined with
quantum mechanical aspects involving photon/electron/phonon scattering and with which ordered crystalline structures
such as diamond, graphene, CNT could be characterized [28,104,105].
Specific phonon modes diamond [81] and graphene [104] crystalline material can be determined with their wave
vector direction, which has been defined with phonon dispersion curves in the reciprocal space. Figure 8 shows the
dispersion curves for graphene (by Lazzeri et al. [109]) for many DLC materials where sp2 clusters are nothing other
than graphene.
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4.3.2. Role of stress and atomic disorder on Raman shift and band broadening
In a more complex and disordered structure [116], the number of phonon modes is much higher. However, considering
the duality between quantum mechanical representation and classical vibration mechanics, the atomic vibration modes
which govern the Raman effect can be qualitatively described with some anharmonic oscillator composed by two atoms
of the same mass with interatomic energy potential U = αx6 and force constant K = 2αx−4 [117]. Considering that
Force constant K is shifted by ∆K by internal stress σ, and phonon frequency is shifted by: δω/ω0 = σ(1 − ν)/E0
(Pauleau formula) [90] (ν is the Poisson coefficient, E0 is the mean elastic constant) this shows that:
*The Raman shift is proportional to internal stress.
In amorphous (disordered) material, the interatomic distance is xi = x0 +δxi (δx distortion) and interatomic energy
potential U = αx6 [117] the strain δxi distribution corresponds also to phonon frequency shift δωi distribution with
δωi /ω0 = ηδx/x0 [28]. Therefore:
*Band broadening is always associated to atomic disorder.
Frequency well-defined Raman peak ⇒ ordered material structure (constant interatomic bonds).
4.3.3. Locality of scattering event and confinement effect
Raman shift anomalies have been generally considered as the consequence of “confinement” of phonon and electrons
on edges and smaller particles by modification of their electronic orbital environment [89,103,104,113,118].
However, experimental results are not always in accordance with such calculated and predicted effects. Furthermore, a local phonon vibration mode has been shown with micro Raman on graphene A-edges corresponding to the
so-called D-disorder peak (∼1350 cm−1 ) [119,120]. This can also be deduced from the graphene phonon dispersion
curves in the reciprocal space (Fig. 8) [28] for the G Raman peak corresponding to the Γ point at 1580 cm−1 , which
corresponds to some stationary phonon vibration mode within the hexagonal cyclic sp2 ring. Recall that the wave vector direction in the reciprocal space corresponds to a propagation wave direction in real space. On the Γ point of these
curves phonon wave vector direction is perpendicular to the graphene plane for which no phonon wave propagation
perpendicular to the plane can exist.
The confinement effect in smaller sp2 clusters based on a Quantum Mechanical calculation appears to be overestimated, when predicted Raman shifts [118] can be also interpreted with other more likely effects [104,28]: as grown
a-C:H can be differently stressed (compressive stress or tensile stress) depending on which depositing process has been
used (temperature, ion peening, stress relaxation):
(1) Tensile stress can appear during thermal treatment of a-C:H (denser sp3 rearrangement and exodiffusion of
H2 ) which can then be relaxed [52].
(2) Compressive stress can appear in consequence of growth of sp2 clusters which have lower atomic density
(higher volume) than their surrounding amorphous diamond-like material.
(3) Continuing the annealing process, compressive stress will be relaxed. The confinement effect is also overestimated as shown with sp2 cluster optoelectronic gap calculation [89], which is much higher than experimentally
measured.
4.3.4. Double resonance theory and phonon backscattering on edges and defects
According to the double resonance (DR) theory based on successive Raman scattering events in sp2 clusters and
graphene flakes, in addition to the law of energy conservation, the law of impulse conservation has to be fulfilled [113].
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Figure 9. Micro Raman experimental results showing graphene ZZ edge transformation into A-edge with annealing at ∼300◦ C adapted from Xu
et al. [119]. No C5/C7 band at ∼1490/1530 cm−1 . Tensile stress downshift ∼15 cm−1 on pristine material. The so-called D-disorder peak at
1350 cm−1 localized on external A-edge. D indicates spots in the bulk corresponding to internal A-edge of voids. D’ peak (corresponding to edge
dangling Csp2–Csp2) is reduced with annealing at ∼300◦ C.

In fact, only the latter is achieved in considering some phonon backscattering on edges and defects [104,28]. Looking
at existing phonon modes at ∼1350 cm−1 it appears that the so-called D-disorder Raman E ffect can be interpreted in
terms of phonon backscattering on ordered A-type (symmetric Armchair) graphene edges, and is therefore mislabeled.
This is in agreement with micro-Raman analysis [119,120] (Fig. 9), and also with the point that the corresponding GeA
Raman signal is not observed for larger crystallites for which the edge Raman signal is smaller than the background
noise of larger bulk material (where that volume/surface ratio is increasing) [28].
The usual quantum mechanic formalism is with delocalized phonons and interprets Double-Resonance backscattering in term of “intra-valley” and “inter-valley” scattering events [103–107] corresponding to adjacent Brilloin zones.
However, looking more closely at the energy balance, it appears that this model violates the law of energy conservation. Therefore, a better coherent Couple Double Resonance (CDR) theory model has been developed [28] that obeys
the energy conservation law and is based on locality and classical/quantum mechanics dual representation of electron
and phonons.
With a short distance between paired electron/hole (Kohn effect) and the important difference of scattering time
of the interacting photon, electron and phonon, a CDR backscattered phonon can be either absorbed by an activated
electron or by a corresponding valence band hole. This effect is thought to account for Raman Effect coupling and
resonance between different phonon modes and overtone modes explaining the dependence of Raman signal with
different orientation of polarized laser light, and how the corresponding Raman signal can be local [28].
This model accounts for micro-Raman results of the so-called D-disorder Raman peak and its locality on symmetric
A-edge (Armchair shape edge) graphenic materials (including sp2 clusters in DLC). The equivalent CDR Raman peak
is not observed on graphene materials such as hexagonal Boron Nitrogen material (hBN) [121] for which A-edge does
not correspond to a symmetric oscillator. However, such A-edge can also exist internal to graphenic bulk material in
vacancies and voids in agreement with experimental observations on CNT [122,123]. Therefore, such so-called “Ddisorder” peak (corresponding to Raman CDR phonon back scattering) can also be observed in the middle of graphene
and CNT surface containing vacancies (Fig. 10) corresponding to Raman spectra of Ar irradiated graphene (according
to Dresselhaus et al. [105]).
This illustrates a point contrary to the abstract quantum mechanical interpretation with inter valley Raman transition, the sharp D peak at ∼1350 cm−1 has in fact nothing to do with disorder but corresponds to CDR of K phonon
being backscattered on well-ordered symmetric A-edges. Ar+ ion bombardment of a graphene sheet first creates vacancies and voids (geometric holes in the graphene plane), for which the D and D’ peaks stay sharp (ordered edge
structure on which dangling Csp2–Csp2 have been formed). Disorder only appears with high Ar ion irradiation with
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Figure 10. Argon ion irradiated graphene By M.S. Dresselhaus et al. [105]. Disorder band broadening appears only for high ion doses and
mislabeled so-called D-disorder peak corresponds in fact to well-ordered GeA-edge. (a) Ion dose >1015 producing disordered Graphene. Stress
up shifted so-called D-disorder broad band, broad C5/C7 band and broad G-band. No stress shifted broad D’ band (disordered edge Csp2–Csp2
dangling bonds). (b) Ion dose 1012 . Intense so-called D peak. No peak broadening on D and G peaks. No C5/C7 band. No stress up-shifted Ddisorder band and G peak. No stress shifted D’ band (edge Csp2–Csp2 dangling bonds). Holes produced by Ar+ impact with intern edge Csp2–Csp2
dangling bonds in ordered graphene material. (c) Ion dose 1011 . Sharp G ∼ 10cm−1 compressive stress upshift. Few holes (voids) produced by
Ar+ impact and few Csp2–Csp2 dangling bonds on void internal edges. For ion dose < 1011 no defect formed. Non-stress shifted intense G peak
Considering the strong interlinking carbon bonds (∼ 7 eV) higher incident ion energy and higher ion dose are necessary to produce atom removal
in defect free graphene.

Table 3. Revised nomenclature for main carbon Raman peaks.
(cm−1 )

Raman
∼1330
∼1325
∼1200/1400
∼1150
∼1470
∼1580
∼1560/1620
∼1620
∼1470
∼1520
∼1530
∼1550
∼1350
∼1300/1400
∼2690
∼150
∼1600
∼1560

Peak/band
D-peak
DH6 peak
Dd band
DD
DG
G-peak
G-band
GG
DG
GD
GC5
GC7
GeA
GeA band
G2P
RBM
G+
G−

Type of structure
Ordered diamond cubic
Ordered hexagonal diamond
Amorphous diamond, ta-C
Csp3–Csp3 edge bonds
Csp3– sp2cluster edges
Stationary sp2 hexagonal ring
Atomic disorder broadening
sp2 clusters edge bonds
sp2 on sp3 cluster
sp3 on sp2 cluster
C5 ring
C7 ring
Graphene A-edges edge
Broadening by edge disorder
2 phonons GeA graphene CDR
CNT
CNT in plane longitudinal
CNT in plane transversal

Energy in eV type of structure
Csp3–Csp3
∼7.02
∼7.015
Aliphatic Csp3–Csp3
Aliphatic Csp3–Csp2
Csp2Csp2 ∼7.03 eV
Superposed GG, DG GC5/GC7
Csp2–Csp2
Csp2–Csp3
Csp3–Csp2
Fullerene C5 mode 1550 cm−1
(upshift by plane curvature)
External /internal A-edge 0◦ CDR
∼7.03± 0.01 eV
In plane 2K/2M phonon modes
Breathing mode (∼radius)
G Stationary mode
Curvature Csp2–Csp2
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overlapping impact zones and it corresponds to important Raman band broadening.
Considering the confusion about the designation and assignments of Raman peaks and bands which have often
appeared in papers published about carbon research, we have proposed some new Raman nomenclature to facilitate
carbon material engineering [41] (Table 3).
5. Necessary Conditions for a Bethe Nuclear Reactor Concept
5.1. Temperature-dependent atomic rearrangement activated by H2 recombination
When the solid state material temperature is sufficient (T >300◦ C for carbon material) [74], trapped H atoms can
diffuse and recombine to form H2 with high energy release, and can contribute to phase transformation in favor of
diamond and a diamond-like structure with quantum electronic activation. This is endothermic and thus, it forms a
metastable structure. Meanwhile, when less quantum electronic activation is available, thermal atomic rearrangement
in favor of graphite ground state will prevail (exothermic).
Therefore, temperature, material composition and structure dependent atomic rearrangement is to be considered
which can be driven upon the structure of desired packing density and electronic distribution [29]. It should be mentioned here that this is also the case for other materials with higher 3D electronic orbitals, for instance, where a more
complex electronic orbital distribution have been calculated [42,43,54,63,124] — such as for Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Pd,
and Ta, having different oxidation states and different s–p–d hybridization states. These can have (roughly described)
either hexagonal or cubic structure (including PdHx , NiHx , Si, and BN, for instance) and the diffusion and ion penetration depth depend on the structure and relevant orientation [27,47,57,64,65,121,124].
Thermally induced graphitic sp2 degradation of a diamond-like carbon target with heat produced by the p+ ion
flux/target discharge can be compensated with quantum electronic activated sp3 rearrangement with H2 chemical
recombination and neutralization energy release (similar to diamond growth in H2 /hydrocarbon gas mixture plasma
at temperature >500◦ C), which can then maintain the original denser disordered/amorphous diamond structure (with
some electric conduction properties obtained with B and/or N doping for instance).
Compressive stress with specific local geometric distribution can be produced by different means. These can
be exerted particularly on interstitial atoms by their neighboring atoms getting closer to each other with sp3 atomic
rearrangement, for instance with ion implantation and ion peening effect (such as He+ , C+ and CH+
x ) [9,10] when
they have sufficient energy (>20 eV for C ions). The latter effect is not observed when the impinging ion has few eV
of energy [20,46,68] and are much smaller (p+ having ×1000 lower size than atoms).
Heat favors the growth of larger stacks of sp2 clusters and graphite micro crystallites of lower atomic packing
density and therefore, can also produce compressive stress [29,52], because graphite has ∼1.5 lower packing density
than diamond, so this can produce volumetric expansion with such graphitic atomic rearrangement. Therefore, the
incorporated H atoms with neutralization of implanted H+ can be subject to compression with the neighboring atoms
up to several 100 MPa, when the diamond is transformed into graphitic material [31,60] (before being thermally
relaxed). Considering also ta-C:H produced with some biased plasma depositing [79] for instance and transformation
of glassy carbon into harder and denser ta-C with high energy N+ irradiation [87], H atoms will also be submitted to
compressive stress (up to 1000 MPa especially when He+ is implanted) [76].
However, this compressive stress will only correspond to compressive energy in the 1–10 eV range. That is quite
small in comparison to compression energy of about 1–10 keV which is necessary for C/p+ nuclear fusion reaction.
5.2. Chemical properties of substrate material
Dissociation of the H2 precursor gas has to be achieved either by dissociation with catalytic material (such as boron
[9,76] and porous AlNi Raney Nickel [125]), or within arc and plasma discharge [11–13,17,21,22]. However, hydro-
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gen can also form low energy chemical bond hydrides [47,63,124] which can be released with heat. From nuclear
technology, it is known that materials should be of particular purity (graphite for instance) [126] to avoid any parasite
nuclear radiation and absorption and contamination, which might affect the nuclear reaction efficiency.
It should be mentioned here that other non-nuclear chemical reactions releasing energy may be superposed on some
nuclear reaction (a hypothesis considered by Fleishman and Pons when they proposed a cold fusion nuclear reaction
for the first time [127]).
Nuclear reaction artifacts can be caused by contamination with same products other than those resulting from
nuclear reactions. For instance Cu which is always naturally associated to Nickel and difficult to remove with usual Ni
metallurgy [128] or Fe residual contamination which can result from high density plasma stainless steel reactor wall
erosion like those used for large area depositing and parasite low concentration doping has to be avoided [14–16]. This
may be neglected when considering etching (e.g. diamond processing) [17,18].
5.3. Solid state structure
Nuclei having a solid state nuclear fusion potential must have the possibility of being brought in close contact to
each other. This is particularly true for low mass material which can more easily diffuse in a solid-state substrate,
such as protons and dissociated H atoms [9,47,56]. Dense carbon materials with reduced defects (vacancies) such as
graphene, H6 sp3 hexagonal chair diamond, crystalline rhombohedral (cubic) diamond, ta-C (amorphous diamond) and
hard glassy carbon (whenever containing pores) have high diffusion barrier properties for H atoms and H2 molecules
[10,41,47,49], in contrast to protons which diffuse even through defect free graphene corresponding to densest diffusion barrier carbon material [51].
Proton diffusion lengths are particularly important for some diamond crystalline orientation offering the so-called
“string” channeling capabilities [34–37], much higher than for graphite c-axis) [38,46], meanwhile p+ planar channeling in interplane space between dense hexagonal graphenic planes (MWCNT) is paradoxically much lower because
subject to spatial periodic oscillation induced by electron exchange depending on ion energy and initial ion trajectory
orientation [39,40,51,129] (this is different from H neutral atoms which can easily diffuse in interplane space between
dense sp2 hexagonal graphenic planes) [64,40].
With long range channeling (µm range at room temperature), only a few collisions with carbon nuclei occur.
However, channeled H+ can be scattered by phonon vibration transverse to the H+ channeling direction similar to
what exists with electron channeling and the normal electron conduction mode in conducting solid states. This sort of
ion scattering is phonon density (temperature) dependent [130,131] and can strongly reduce the channeling length and
enhance the proton electron exchange, which reduces the arriving proton energy [32–38].
In disordered composite and amorphous graphitic carbon structures, where no diffusion channels exist (other’s than
proton energy losses with electron scattering) the implantation depth is much lower (although having lower atomic
packing density) and nevertheless reaches the 1000 nm range for 5 keV H+ [26]. This explains a priori why dense
tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) is expected to have the highest proton/carbon nucleus collision efficiency. However, in such cases ∼80% of impinging proton energy is lost with electron scattering and only ∼10% with atomic core
scattering [20,32,33], in contrast to hot plasma conditions where colliding particles are mainly composed of the nucleus with no close electronic environment. Therefore, the Lawson criteria [132] that determines optimized conditions
of nuclear collisions in hot plasma are not applicable to a nuclear collision in the solid state.
Considering that no nuclear reaction has been observed with p+ /carbon solid state material (we have mentioned in
Section 1 and what might have been also consequence of weak proton flux used and reduction of the proton energies
with electron and phonon scattering), the first defined conditions may be not be sufficient for the achievement of a
Bethe–Weizsäcker fusion reactor. It will be probably necessary to look at the nuclear collision process itself and at any
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Figure 11.

Electron free space for p+ /carbon nucleus collision.

other effects which may facilitate or hamper the nuclear reaction and the overstepping of the nuclear electrostatic
barrier.
6. Nuclear Reaction Efficiency
6.1. Electronic orbital screening
It has been shown with laser driven p+ /boron nucleus collisions that the nuclear reaction efficiency is strongly increased when the solid-state boron target surface is transformed into a dense boron plasma, and a significant amount
of electrons have left the plasma [7]. However, not all electrons have been stripped off from the boron ionic core. At
least 1S electrons are left which apparently has little effect on the p+ /boron nuclear reaction efficiency. It is suggested
that a similar situation exists for solid state carbon.
Independent from the reduction of proton energy with electron and phonon scattering (described in Section 3), the
anisotropic distribution of sp2 and/or sp3 electronic orbital for which some geometric open space will be left between
zones where the electron probability presence is reduced (Fig. 11). Better nuclear reaction efficiency is expected with
a dense structure which offers direct access to the atomic nucleus through the electron empty zones.
Amorphous sp3 carbon belonging to a dense atomic structure with large 109◦ electron open space around the nucleus appears to be the best candidate. Minimum energy reduction of arriving p+ is provided for a corresponding solid
angle. Thus, H2 chemical recombination energy release activating sp3 atomic rearrangement in ta-C heat degraded
(graphitic) is expected to restore the sp3 carbon material structure which favors p+ /carbon nucleus interaction (as long
as no crystalline structure is formed and no channeling effect appears).
In addition to these electron depletion zones, some electron stripping of the target solid state carbon material occurs
with the photo-electric effect. This is expected to be achievable with a dense luminescent cold plasma working in a
pulsed mode, especially when adding some rare gas in the hydrogen plasma in favor of hydrogen gas activation and
ionization.
6.2. Proton–carbon nucleus collision cross section
In contrast to longitudinal phonon vibration (stretching modes), transverse phonon C–C vibration (bending modes)
which are nearly perpendicular to the arriving fast proton direction can accelerate the proton up to ∼2× 105 eV
(proton–electron collision energy when both particles have been accelerated with their electrostatic attraction [133]),
before being slowed down in the space between 1S orbital and nucleus (Fig. 12).
This effect is only to be considered with a classical model for which the proton dimension is ∼1000 times smaller
than the 1S orbital dimension (Bohr radius) [134] and where no negative electric charge exists at the center of 1S
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Scheme for p+ defocussing when sychronic to bending phonon mode.

orbital.
An electrostatic lens defocusing effect of p+ toward the carbon nucleus is expected, which is stronger than with the
quantum mechanical model, because the S electronic orbitals are uniformly distributed over a sphere being superposed
to the nucleus zone [42,43]. (It should be noted that the QM description of electron density in the S orbital center does
not fit with atomic physical common sense.)
This effect is expected to decrease the p+ /carbon nucleus collision efficiency insofar as the flux of arriving p+
with a larger solid angle can collide with a lower probability to hit a carbon nucleus (Fig. 12]. Protons will then be
slow down and form a hydrogen atom. However, electron capture transforms a proton colliding with an electron in a
neutron/neutrino pair which are not affected by the electrostatic barrier [8,135] and which therefore can react with the
nucleus in favor of a more deformable electrostatic barrier of a carbon nucleus.
6.3. Anharmonic resonance of electrostatic barrier with phonon/nuclear interaction
Light atoms subject to nuclear fusion (such as He, Li, and Be) have an isotropic spherical electronic environment (1S
and 2S electronic shells) which will not significantly modify their nuclear structure, all the more so because strong
nuclear binding forces preserve high nucleus rigidity [8,135]. In contrast to heavier elements containing a higher
number of charged particles, where the distributed electrostatic repulsion forces weaken the strong force cohesion
energy in accordance with the observable Moessbauer effect [42,43], and show nuclear geometric and energy band
structure dependence from environmental electronic distribution.
For boron and carbon materials where the 2S/2P electronic orbital can be sp2 and sp3 hybridized with important
anisotropic distribution, it is believed that modification of the nuclear electrostatic barrier shape can be more significant
than with smaller atoms having only spherical S orbitals. Static anisotropic distribution of the carbon electronic orbitals
is expected to be at least able to induce some weak anisotropic deformation of the nuclear electrostatic barrier height
[6] (Fig. 13). This will not significantly modify the fusion energy threshold. This is also the case with phonon vibration
and electronic oscillation [129,130] which induce nucleus oscillation.
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However, in the calculation of the anharmonic resonance effect, it has been predicted that some enhanced tunneling effect occurs during a nuclear collision [136]. Anharmonic resonance between specific phonon vibration modes
and a nuclear electrostatic vibration mode may be achievable, considering the multipolar electrostatic configuration
of a carbon nucleus and the non-linear electrostatic interaction between electrons and nucleus. With such resonant
phonon/nuclear coupling it is then expected there will be a higher vibration amplitude of the nuclear electrostatic
barrier.
Similar to the synchronic gating effect of phonon/conduction electron transport mechanism with which superconductivity can be described [130], a proton can more easily move through the oscillating electrostatic barrier when
its displacement is synchronic to some specific phonon vibration, corresponding to a tunneling effect enhancement.
This is what is to be qualitatively expected with ta-C carbon sp3 longitudinal and transversal phonon vibration frequency (1100/1400 cm−1 range) and arriving p+ velocity (1 keV energy range) corresponding to displacement velocity
∼105 m/s and interatomic bypassing frequency ∼1015 . These phonon vibration frequencies phonon can be activated
with VIS/UV radiation (∼5 eV). Meanwhile at this stage no quantitative detailed results can be obtained with usual
abstract quantum mechanical formalism.
Therefore, it is suggested that we look at some improved wave physical description of involved particles with can
give clearer insight into the nuclear electrostatic barrier tunneling mechanism with which p+ can more easily step
across the electrostatic nuclear barrier.
7. Perspectives on Improved Physical Description of Quantum Mechanical Effects
Many results predicted with the abstract Quantum Mechanical formalism have been in agreement with experimentally
observed effects. However, questions appear when more complex systems are considered, especially questions about
the physical nature of the particle/wave duality [137]. Several unanswered questions remain, for instance, the origin
of the limited absolute light velocity and significance of mass/energy equivalence, electric charge and different fields
beyond the observed effects for which different concepts have been defined [138]. Examples can be given with the
failing physical description of single particle interference effects [139]; physical description and material specificity
predictions about superconductivity [140]; Raman double resonance theory where the so-called mislabeled D-disorder
Raman peak is interpreted [103–105]; intrication phenomena and anomalous compressibility of condensed matter
[141]; and the tunneling effect for colliding particles when no barrier width is considered [8]. Other questions arise

Figure 13.

Scheme of electrostatic nuclear barrier distortion with 109◦ open space sp3 orbital.
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about the predicted existence and properties of cubic C3N4, which is supposed to have higher hardness than diamond
[86,142] and about the existence of the so-called graphane material [93–98].
Roughly summarized, here is what we propose to be developed in more detail elsewhere. We suggest the main
cause of many QM failures is linked to the arbitrary association of an abstract wave function which for many more
complex subjects do not correspond to any usual physical wave [137,143], and that the time-dependent evolution of
particles described with the Schrödinger equation is based on an approximate dual wave/particle physical description, which can sometimes lead to absurd conclusions, for instance the Schrödinger cat paradox, in which the cat is
alive and dead at the same time; or more prosaically when the so-called D and D’ disorder peaks in graphene are
interpreted as abstract quantum mechanical effects, in contradiction with elementary observable solid state physical
effects [28,105]. Several aspects of quantum mechanical fundamentals have also been questioned with more general
theoretical consideration [144]).
It is then suggested that instead of a vacuum, some elastic non-viscous aether exists, which has variable density
of cohesion energy (potential√energy) and where local perturbation can generate waves with light propagation velocity
according to formulae c = (k/ϱ0 ) and considering density of cohesion energy is equivalent to mass density and
considering that density of thermal energy (nkT/volume) is defining the pressure of an ideal gases. It is known how
wave packets formed with waves of different phase can have group velocity Vg , and considering their mean wave energy
density amplitude A, some intrinsic wave packet energy can be defined with Epk = 12 kA2 = mc2 defining mass m
and kinetic energy Ec = 21 mVg2 . Particle size is defined with the volume occupied by wave-packet wave length and
energy wave amplitude in a 3D vortex (Eddy). 3D fluid dynamics [145] and wave oscillating modes with longitudinal
and transversal modes for which complex mathematical treatment will have to be developed, similar to what has been
developed with atmospheric phenomena and 3D wave modelling in liquids [146,147]. With such a model, nuclear
particles could no longer be considered in terms of association of sub-particles sticking together with mysterious weak
and strong cohesion forces, but resulting from a split of original larger particle wave packets having its own size, mass
and electric charge. This model is then expected to provide some physical description of nuclear tunneling effects,
enabling us to sort out optimized solid state nuclear reaction conditions.
8. Conclusions
With this analysis, we have shown some of the expected feasibility of a solid state Bethe CNO cycle solid state nuclear
fusion reactor for the specific structure of amorphous tetrahedral carbon (ta-C), which is:
(1) A particularly dense material which can be regenerated with the proton flux.
(2) In an amorphous state with which atomic core scattering along µ m proton implantation depth range (for 1 keV
range proton energy) can be kept significant in comparison to electronic exchange which reduces the arriving
proton energy.
The theoretical ratio of produced/consumed energy appears to be in the range of 10–100 when no electronic screening remains during the nuclear collision process, comparing the conditions of proton/carbon nucleus reaction with
similar proton/boron reaction results. Uncertainty remains about transposing proton/boron results to proton/carbon
reaction with a lower nuclear reaction energy threshold. This uncertainty is expected to be cleared up with similar experiment with a laser driven proton/boron reaction. The collision and fusion efficiency is expected to be improved with
phonon/proton interaction and phonon/nucleus anharmonic resonance with which a proton flux – being synchronic to
coupled phonon/nuclear electrostatic vibration – can more easily get through the nuclear electrostatic barrier. At this
stage, it appears the limitation of conventional quantum mechanical formalism which fail to produce better physical
insight into the wave structure of subatomic particles, and with which different wave interference mechanisms and the
nuclear electrostatic barrier tunneling effect might be clearly sorted out.
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Considering that abstract quantum mechanical formalism has also failed in many other ways, we suggest revisiting
fundamentals with a new separate investigation on some aether model with which 3D fluid and wave mechanics can
give account of all acquired data with a dual wave/particle description QM particle/wave duality. This should also
give clearer insight into the interference mechanisms and nuclear electrostatic barrier tunneling effect. Meanwhile
experimental investigation into this phenomenon will have to be organized.
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